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SEM III 
Theory of Computation 

Sample Questions 
Multiple Choice Question  

1)Finite state machine is ___________ tuple machine. 
a. 4 
b. 5 
c. 6 
d. unlimited 

 
2)Transition function of DFA machine maps. 

a. Σ x Q -> Σ 
b. Q x Q -> Σ 
c. Σ x Σ -> Q 
d. Q x Σ -> Q 

 
3)Number of states require to accept string ends with 101. 

a. 3 
b. 4 
c. 2 
d. 6 

 
4)Finite automata needs minimum _______ number of stacks. 

a. 0 
b. 1 
c. 2 
d. 4 

 
5) _______are abstract models of Machines that perform computations on an input by 
moving to a series of states or configuration  

a. turing machine 
b. automata 
c. States 
d. input  

 
6)In_______ the output depends on either state only or to both Input and state.  

a. state relation  
b. output relation 
c. states 
d. automata  

 
7)The________ defines the status of next state which is determined by the current state and 
the current input at that instance of time. 

a. state relation  
b. output relation 
c. states 
d. automata  

 

 

 

8) The output depends only on the states of the machine is called_______ 



a. Moore machine 
b. Mealy machine  
c. finite memory 
d. memory  

 
9) The output depends on the state as well as on the input at any instant of time is 
called_____ 

a. Moore machine 
b. Mealy machine  
c. finite memory 
d. memory  

 
10)Production Rule: aAb->agb belongs to which of the following category? 

a. Regular Language 
b. Context free Language 
c. Context Sensitive Language 
d. Recursively Ennumerable Language 

 
11)The Grammar can be defined as: G=(V, ∑, p, S)In the given definition, what does S 
represents? 

a. Accepting State 
b. Starting Variable 
c. Sensitive Grammar 
d. terminal  

 
12)A->aA| a| bThe number of steps to form aab: 

a. 2 
b. 3 
c. 4 
d. 5 

 
13)The language accepted by Push down Automaton: 

a. Recursive Language 
b. Context free language 
c. Linearly Bounded language 
d. regular language 

 
14)Which of the expression is appropriate?For production p: a->b where a∈V and 
b∈_______ 

a. V 
b. S 
c. (VU∑)* 
d. V+ ∑ 

 
15)A grammar consists of how many tuples? 

a. 2 
b. 3 
c. 5 
d. 4 

 

 

 

 



16)Type 1 grammar is called as ________ 
a. unrestricted  
b. context-sensitive  
c. regular 
d. context-free  

 
17)Set of terminal are denoted by____ 

a. N 
b. T 
c. P 
d. S 

 
18)________means that joining two symbols together.  

a. star 
b. union 
c. concatenation 
d. set 

 
19)A Language for which no DFA exist is a________ 

a. Regular Language 
b. Non-Regular Language 
c. May be Regular 
d. Cannot be said 

 
20)When are 2 finite states equivalent? 

a. Same number of transitions 
b. Same number of states 
c. Same number of states as well as transitions 
d. Both are final states 

 
21)The output alphabet can be represented as: 

a. δ 
b. ∆ 
c. ∑ 
d. Q 

22)The input alphabet can be represented as: 
a. δ 
b. ∆ 
c. ∑ 
d. Q 

 
23)Mealy and Moore machine can be categorized as: 

a. Inducers 
b. Transducers 
c. Turing Machines 
d. Linearly Bounder Automata 

 
24)The major difference between Mealy and Moore machine is about: 

a. Output Variations 
b. Input Variations 
c. Both 
d. state 

 

 

 



25)Which of the following is not an example of finite state machine system? 
a. Control Mechanism of an elevator 
b. Combinational Locks 
c. Traffic Lights 
d. Digital Watches 

26)Which of the following is/are the suitable approaches for inferencing? 
a. Recursive Inference 
b. Derivations 
c. Both Recursive Inference and Derivations 
d. only recursive not derivations 

 

27)Given Language: L= {ab U aba}*If X is the minimum number of states for a DFA and Y 
is the number of states to construct the NFA 
|X-Y|=? 

a. 2 
b. 3 
c. 4 
d. 1 

 
28)If NFA of 6 states excluding the initial state is converted into DFA, maximum possible 
number of states for the DFA is ? 

a. 64 
b. 32 
c. 128 
d. 127 

 
29)a ^ nb ^ m where n >= 1, m >= 1, nm >= 3 is example of 

a. Type 0 
b. Type 1 
c. Type 2 
d. Type 3 

 
30)Finite Set of non terminal are denoted by____ 

a. N 
b. T 
c. P 
d. S 

 
31) The final states are represented by______ 

a. arrows  
b. arrow with circle  
c. concentric circle  
d. circles 

32) The transitions are represented by_____ 
a. circles  
b. arrows  
c. arrows with circle  
d. concentric circle 

 
33)Initial state is represented by arrows with_____ 

a. input  
b. circles  
c. output  
d. state 



34) (a + b*c) most correctly represents: 
a. (a +b) *c 
b. (a)+((b)*.c) 
c. (a + (b*)).c 
d. a+ ((b*).c) 

 
35)L is a regular Language if and only If the set of __________ classes of IL is finite. 

a. Equivalence 
b. Reflexive 
c. Myhill 
d. Nerode 

 
36)RR* can be expressed in which of the forms: 

a. a.R+ 
b. b.R- 
c. c.R+ U R- 
d. d.R 

 
37)According to the given language, which among the following expressions does it 
corresponds to? 
Language L={xϵ{0,1}|x is of length 4 or less} 

a. (0+1+0+1+0+1+0+1)4 
b. (0+1)4 
c. (01)4 
d. (0+1+ε)4 

 
38)Which of the following does not represents the given language? 
Language: {0,01} 

a. 0+01 
b. {0} U {01} 
c. {0} U {0}{1} 
d. {0} ^ {01} 

 
39)The appropriate precedence order of operations over a Regular Language is 

a. Kleene, Union, Concatenate 
b. Kleene, Star, Union 
c. Kleene, Dot, Union 
d. Star, Union, Dot 

 
40)Regular Expression R and the language it describes can be represented as: 

a. R, R(L) 
b. L(R), R(L) 
c. R, L(R) 
d. LR 

 
41)If ∑= {0,1}, then Ф* will result to: 

a. ε 
b. Ф 
c. ∑ 
d. Q 

 
42)A language is regular if and only if 

a. accepted by DFA 
b. accepted by PDA 
c. accepted by LBA 
d. accepted by Turing machine 



43)Concatenation Operation refers to which of the following set operations: 
a. Union 
b. Dot 

c. Kleene 
d. Two of the options are correct 

 
44).Concatenation of R with Ф outputs: 

a. R 
b. Ф 
c. R.Ф 
d. Ф.R 

 
45)If w belongs to L(G), for some CFG, then w has a parse tree, which tell us the ________ 
structure of w. 

a. semantic 
b. syntactic 
c. lexical 
d. systematic  

 
46)A push down automata is said to be _________ if it has atmost one transition around all 
configurations. 

a. Finite 
b. Non regular 
c. Non-deterministic 
d. Deterministic 

 
47)A push down automaton employs ________ data structure. 

a. Queue 
b. Linked List 
c. Hash Table 
d. Stack 

 
48)Precedence of regular expression in decreasing order is 

a. * , . , + 
b. . , * , + 
c.  . , + , * 
d. + , a , * 

49) a? is equivalent to 
a. a 
b. a+Φ 
c. a+ϵ 
d. wrong expression 

 
50)Which of the following pair of regular expression are not equivalent? 

a. 1(01)* and (10)*1 
b. x(xx)* and (xx)*x 
c. (ab)* and a*b* 
d. x+ and x*x+ 

 
51)RR* can be expressed in which of the forms: 

a. R+ 
b. R- 
c. R+ U R- 
d. R 

 
 



52)Which among the following are incorrect regular identities? 
a. εR=R 
b. ε*=ε 
c. Ф*=ε 
d. RФ=R 

 
53)Relate the following statement: 
Statement: All sufficiently long words in a regular language can have a middle section of 
words repeated a number of times to produce a new word which also lies within the same 
language. 

a. Turing Machine 
b. Pumping Lemma 
c. Arden’s theorem 
d. moore machine  

 
54)While applying Pumping lemma over a language, we consider a string w that belong to L 
and fragment it into _________ parts. 

a. 2 
b. 5 
c. 3 
d. 6 

 
55)If we select a string w such that w∈L, and w=xyz. Which of the following portions cannot 
be an empty string? 

a. x 
b. y 
c. z 
d. w 

 
56)Let w= xyz and y refers to the middle portion and |y|>0.What do we call the process of 
repeating y 0 or more times before checking that they still belong to the language L or not? 

a. Generating 
b. Pumping 
c. Producing 
d. cgf 

 
57)There exists a language L. We define a string w such that w∈L and w=xyz and |w| >=n 
for some constant integer n.What can be the maximum length of the substring xy i.e. |xy|<=? 

a. n 
b. |y| 
c. |x| 
d. w 

 
58)Which of the following grammars are in Chomsky Normal Form: 

a. S->AB|BC|CD, A->0, B->1, C->2, D->3 
b. S->AB, S->BCA|0|1|2|3 
c. S->ABa, A->aab, B->Ac 
d. S->ABa, A->aab, B->Aa 

 
 
 
 
 
 

59)With reference to the process of conversion of a context free grammar to CNF, the 
number of variables to be introduced for the terminals are: 



S->ABa 
A->aab 
B->Ac 

a. 3 
b. 4 
c. 2 
d. 5 

 
60)What is the pumping length of string of length x? 

a. x+1 
b. x 
c. x-1 
d. x2 

 
61)Suppose A->xBz and B->y, then the simplified grammar would be: 

a. A->xyz 
b. A->xBz|xyz 
c. A->xBz|B|y 
d. A->xBz|x 

 
62)A string is accepted by a PDA when 

a. Stack is empty 
b. Acceptance state 
c. Both (a) and (b) 
d. only stack is empty  

 
63)Let G=(V, T, P, S)where a production can be written as: 
S->aAS|aA->SbA|ba|SS 
Which of the following string is produced by the grammar? 

a. aabbaab 
b. aabbaa 
c. baabab 
d. bbaababb 

 
64)Which of the following allows stacked values to be sub-stacks rather than just finite 
symbols? 

a. Push Down Automaton 
b. Turing Machine 
c. Nested Stack Automaton 
d. PUSH 

 
65)PDA has tuples? 

a. 7 
b. 8 
c. 4 
d. 5 

 
66) Each input symbol determines the state to which the machine will move is called as___ 

a. non deterministic automaton  
b. deterministic automaton 
c. alphabet 
d. initial state 

67)The process of removal of duplication of production is called____ 
a. cfg  
b. normalized cfg  



c. chomsky normal form  
d. greibach normal form  

 
68)Let G be a grammar. When the production in G satisfy certain restrictions, then G is said 
to be in ___________. 

a. restricted form 
b. parsed form 
c. normal form 
d. regular form 

 
69)Which of the following does not obey pumping lemma for context free languages ? 

a. Finite languages 
b. Context free languages 
c. Unrestricted languages 
d. Context-sensitive languages  

 
70)The production of the form A->B , where A and B are non terminals is called 

a. Null production 
b. Unit production 
c. Greibach Normal Form 
d. Chomsky Normal Form 

 

71)Halting states are of two types. They are: 
a. Accept and Reject 
b. Reject and Allow 
c. Start and Reject 
d. Restart and Allow  

 
 

72)X is a simple mathematical model of a computer. X has unrestricted and unlimited 
memory. X is a FA with R/W head. X can have an infinite tape divided into cells, each cell 
holding one symbol. 
Name X? 

a. Push Down Automata 
b. Non deterministic Finite Automata 
c. Turing machines 
d. Deterministic automaton  

 
73)Pick the odd one out. 

a. Subroutines 
b. Multiple tracks 
c. Shifting over 
d. Recursion 

74)Enumerator is a turing machine with __________ 
a. an output printer 
b. 5 input tapes 
c. a stack 
d. an top pointer  

 

 

 

75)A ___________ is a multi tape turing machine whose input tape is read only. 
a. Counter Machine 



b. Multi-stack 
c. Alternating Turing machine 
d. Multi-tape  

 
76)Linear Bounded Automaton is a: 

a. Finite Automaton 
b. Turing Machine 
c. Push down Automaton 
d. state 

 
77)A two-way infinite tape turing machine is ________ superior than the basic model of the 
turing machine in terms of power. 

a. more 
b. less 
c. no way 
d. equal  

 
78) Derivation can be represented using  

a. graph  
b. node  
c. tree  
d. string 

 
79) turing machine is advanced machine of_____and PDA. 

a. FA 
b. TM 
c. NDTM 
d. CFG 

 
80)The decision problem is the function from string to ______________ 

a. char 
b. int 
c. boolean 
d. variable  

 
81)A language L is said to be ____________ if there is a turing machine M such that L(M)=L 
and M halts at every point. 

a. Turing acceptable 
b. decidable 
c. undecidable 
d. boolean 

 

82)Which aong the following are undecidable theories? 
a. The first order theory of boolean algebra 
b. The first order theory of Euclidean geomentry 
c. The first order theory of hyperbolic geometry 
d. The first order theory of the natural number with addition, multiplication, and equality 

 
 
 
 
 

83)Rec-DFA = { | M is a DFA and M recognizes input w}. 
Fill in the blank:Rec-DFA is ___________ 

a. Undecidable 



b. Decidable 
c. Non finite 
d. variable 

 
84)Decidable can be taken as a synonym to: 

a. recursive 
b. non recursive 
c. recognizable 
d. Recursive Ennumerable 

 
85)An algorithm is called efficient if it runs in ____________ time on a serial computer. 

a. polynomial 
b. non polynomial 
c. logarithmic 
d. function 

 
86) A problem is called __________ if its has an efficient algorithm for itself. 

a. tractable 
b. intractable 
c. computational 
d. non Computational  

 
87)The class of recursive language is known as: 

a. R 
b. RC 
c. RL 
d. CL 

 
88)Which of the following was not a part of Chomsky hierarchy ? 

a. Context sensitive grammar 
b. Unrestricted grammar 
c. Recursive grammar 
d. Context free grammar  

 
89)Which of the functions can a turing machine not perform? 

a. Copying a string 
b. Deleting a symbol 
c. Accepting a pal 
d. Inserting a symbol 

 
90)If T1 and T2 are two turing machines. The composite can be represented using the 
expression: 

a. T1T2 
b. T1 U T2 
c. T1 X T2 
d. T2 

 
91)Let two machines be P and Q. The state in which P can simulate Q and Q can simulate P 
is called: 

a. Turing Equivalence 
b. State Equivalence 
c. Universal Turing Machine 
d. Turing machine  

92)Which of the following remarks the given statement? 
Statement: Any function whose values can be computed by an algorithm, can be computed by 
a Turing machine. 



a. Smn theorem 
b. Structured Program theorem 
c. Church-Turing thesis 
d. UTM 

 
93)Which of the games fill not under the category of Turing-complete? 

a. Minecraft 
b. Minesweeper 
c. Dwarf Fortress 
d. Computer system 

 
94)A multi track turing machine can described as a 6-tuple (Q, X, S, d, q0, F) where X 
represents: 

a. input alphabet 
b. tape alphabet 
c. shift symbols 
d. output alphabet  

 
95)Which of the following is/are a basic TM not equivalent to? 

a. Multitrack TM 
b. Multitape TM 
c. Non-deterministic TM 
d. Deterministic TM 

 
96) A Language L may not be accepted by a Turing Machine if: 

a. It it is recursively ennumerable 
b. It is recursive 
c. L can be ennumerated by some turing machine 
d. It is regular  

 

97)The number of states required to automate the last question i.e. {a,b}*{aba}{a,b}* using 
finite automata: 

a. 4 
b. 3 
c. 5 
d. 6 

 
98)Which of the following can accept even palindrome over {a,b} 

a. Push down Automata 
b. Turing machine 
c. NDFA 
d. DFA 

 
99)Which of the functions can a turing machine not perform? 

a. Copying a string 
b. Deleting a symbol 
c. Accepting a pal 
d. Inserting a symbol 

 

 

 

100)A multitape turing machine is ________ powerful than a single tape turing machine. 
a. more 



b. less 
c. equal 
d. not 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


